
ISSUER CENTRAL®

OWNERSHIP REDEFINED. 

All Your Ownership Data in One View
Designed to provide actionable ownership intelligence for all stakeholders in a firm – including the C-Suite, 
Corporate Secretary, Investor Relations, Corporate Strategy, Human Resources and Shareholder Services  
– Issuer Central meets issuers’ needs for registered shareholder management and can help you:

 • Understand who owns and controls your shares

 • Instantly produce shareholder lists with on-demand access

 • Support the data-backed reporting needs of your C-Suite and Board

 • Create strategies using proprietary analytics and monitor effectiveness

 • Access critical information that allows you to plan ahead for corporate events

 • Gain insight into trend analysis, predictive analytics and shareholder demographics

Advanced Analytics and Reporting — and More 
Issuer Central provides you with 24/7 access to the integrated data and tools you need through one single 
sign-on. The platform offers enhanced features, which include enabling multiple users from your company to 
leverage shareholder ownership data for their specific needs. 

We realize each company is unique and created Issuer Central to allow for customization and flexibility. 
You can choose to incorporate various data sets or access the entire solution for a comprehensive view of 
ownership information.

An ownership data management services platform that consolidates registered, 
street, treasury stock and insider data into a single solution for a comprehensive 
view of ownership, powered by the expertise and robust data sets of industry 
leaders AST and D.F. King & Co., Inc. (an AST Company).

*Registry data is available for clients of AST’s Transfer Agent Services.
**Street data integration requires ownership intelligence services from AST.
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CENTRALIZED OWNERSHIP VIEW
• Single view of registered,* street,**  
    treasury stock and insider data
• Contact information and  
   shareholder records
• Real-time ownership data
• Institutional portfolio details

ANALYTICS
•  Intuitive tables and charting
•  Instant access to historical data
•  Peer ownership analysis
•  Proxy voting influencer data
•  Investor cost-basis analysis

ENHANCED EXPERIENCE
•  Simple, intuitive interface
•  Centralized, dynamic dashboard
•  Extensive search capability
•  Ability to create multiple user profiles
•  Secure platform to protect 
  shareholder information

INTEGRATED REPORTING
•  On-demand access to custom reports
•  Quick access to current registry lists
•  Export to Excel or PDF formats
•  Export graphs and charting
•  Store multiple versions of report templates



 C-SUITE 
CORPORATE SECRETARY
 INVESTOR RELATIONS

 CORPORATE STRATEGY
 HUMAN RESOURCES 

 SHAREHOLDER SERVICES  
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Know Your Ownership
With registered, street, treasury stock and insider data on Issuer Central, you can see your ownership more 
transparently than ever before, unearthing insights that help drive stronger investor outreach strategies. Plus, 
through analytic and reporting capabilities, you can monitor the effectiveness of your programs for enhanced 
results and a greater return on investment.

The power of data-driven insights does not end with investor outreach programs. Now you can share key 
analytics to help shape the trajectory of your company by providing actionable insights to your C-Suite and 
Board on a secure platform that ensures protection of your shareholder information.

Built for Customization and Flexibility  
Companies need more than information about their ownership, they need intelligence to take insightful action. 
We built Issuer Central with real companies’ needs in mind, leveraging extensive client and market research to 
create a platform that is optimized with the capabilities that companies find most critical. Now your company 
can benefit from a platform that includes a comprehensive view of its ownership data, instantaneous access 
to peer and investor data, dynamic analytics, and reporting capabilities.

To learn more about how Issuer Central can help your company, request a demo, or for additional 
information, please contact our experts at the number provided below.

Start today to obtain comprehensive information and intelligence on your shareholders. 
Contact your AST client representative or call (877) 814-9687.

SHARE OWNERSHIP 
INSIGHTS
Issuer Central is an innovative 
platform that allows you to see all of 
your ownership data in one place by 
combining multiple data streams into 
a single view.

Designed to enable business 
efficiencies for all stakeholders – 
including the C-Suite, Corporate 
Secretary, Investor Relations, 
Corporate Strategy, Human 
Resources and Shareholder Services  
– the online platform consolidates 
registered, street, treasury stock and 
insider data into a single solution for 
a complete view of ownership.


